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FROM UP FRONT

	

Mario Wiedenmeier

Included with membership renewals for
1992, our Secretary, Dick Hall, received
several notes of appreciation about Tell.
He shared this information with me, and
yes, indeed, it feels good not to be
operating in a complete vacuum, and to
know that at least some of the members
out there do not just assume Tell will
automatically arrive every other month.
Regarding material for Tell, please make

an effort (or ask a friend) to submit them
on a floppy disk (3.5 " or 5.25 " ),
preferably in Word Perfect, although I
am able to translate many common word
processing formats . If you want your
floppy back, please enclose a self-
addressed envelope . It presently takes
too much time for a secretary to retype
handwritten or typewritten materials,
and this of course adds to Tell's
production costs.
Furthermore, I am still trying to

produce Tell with the help of co-editors
who will act as feature writers and/or
translators . Volunteers are welcome,
condition however, materials be
submitted in computer readable form.
Also, please note that if you submit

illustrations, they should be of high
quality and reduced in size to fit Tell's
format . Go to the folks with the best
copier in town, such as "Kwik Kopy" or
people who dare to keep the glass plate's
clean, and then treat the copy as a
valuable document and don't just stuff it
into an envelope. Only with such care
can we keep Tell 's appearance up to
Swiss-like standards .

We have received several large and small
contributions from members and friends,
including VSPhV and on behalf of
AHPS, and that with a big smile I would
like to express my sincerest appreciation
for these.
I am starting my second year at the

helm and hope we have a rich,
communicative new year and exchange
of lots of good philatelic information.
Vinal Grimm has retired as Auction

Manager, and, on behalf of the board
and membership, I would like to say
thank you for a job well done.
George Struble has accepted the job of
Auction Manager (address on the
masthead) . The transition has already
begun and has been very smooth and
efficient . Please note that material for
auctions should be submitted prior to
March 1 . Material is needed, preferably
of high quality and with good
descriptions.
Herbert Brach has written an article on
Thin Paper Strubels, representing a
culmination of his extensive research on
this subject . We decided to print a small
number of copies as a monograph under
the aegis of AHPS. Henry Ratz and
Steven Weston prepared the print . The
distribution will be handled by Herbert
Brach . A copy is available to members
for $7 .50 (including postage) . Send your
request and checks to Herbert Brach,
13803 Crown Bluff San Antonio TX,
78216 . Checks should be made out to
AHPS.
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STAMPS of SWISS HOTELS
By Wing Commander R . F. Bulstrode, O .B .E.
(From the Swiss Philatelist No . 5 1982)

Study of the stamps issued by Swiss
hotels produces some intriguing
problems. They vary in function from
issues which actually paid for the
transport of mail between relatively
inaccessible hotels and their nearest
federal post office to advertising labels
which never were used to frank
anything. A few probably changed from
the first to the second category with the
passage of time .

All of them are rare
when on entries ori-
ginating from the
right hotel in the
right period. To
qualify for accep-
tance as a real "hotel
post" stamp, the
item must have been

issued at a time when the distance from
the hotel to the post office, in the
absence of postal delivery or mountain
railway connection, was great enough to
require special service to handle hotel
guests ' mail . This service was provided
by the hotel at a fee, usually 5 centimes.
Payment was acknowledged by affixing
a hotel post stamp . Federal postage had
to be paid with normal Swiss stamps for
onward transmission from the post
office.

The first complication in listing the
"real" hotel post stamps probably arose
from the publication of Col . Leutwyler's
book on the subject, "Die Schweizerische
Hotel-post und der Hotel Telegraphen
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und Telephondienst im 19. Jahrhundert ."
There a number of issues are listed for
which genuine "franking " usage is highly
improbable . "Stamps" produced by hotels
and guilds situated in cities, usually
within a few minutes walk of the nearest
post office and having their mail
collected by the postman, can hardly
have been sold to pay a genuine
transport fee . The very rare examples of
such items on entries cannot be taken as
proof of "franking" usage unless
collateral evidence is available . They do
demonstrate use as advertising "stickers ."
Eleven of Leutwyler's list of hotels
which issued "Hotel Post Stamps" appear
to be nonstarters and one or two others
are dubious out of a total of 21.

In Table 1 are the hotels whose stamps
unquestionably fulfilled their purpose of
franking mail . Some of these hotels also
figure in Table 2, which shows ones
whose issues do not seem to have had
franking power . These cases arise where
late issues were made after the local post
office was opened.

Table 3 shows puzzling items where
further research is needed to prove just
what purpose the stamps served, possibly
different purposes at different times . In



assessing each entire purporting to fulfill
the requirements of Table 1, one must
check that it was posted in the correct
period, between the date of issue of the
hotel post stamp and the date of opening
of the local post office.

When faced with this test the Rigi-Kulm
items illustrated in the Sandoz booklet,
The Swiss Hotel Post, should be moved
to Table 2 . They were all posted at the
local Rigi-Kulm post office . Before it
opened its mail was usually posted at
Gersau, Luzern or Arth.

Entries may rarely be found posted in
the right period but at the wrong post
office; an example is one from Stoos on
May 1, 1893 at Gersau, whereas the
normal office for such mail was
Brunnen. The Stoos stamp is correctly
canceled at the hotel, so it seems that the
messenger, having business in Gersau,
forgot to post it at Brunnen.

The St . Gothard Hotel Mont Prosa
issued its first stamp in 1883, following
the completion of the railway tunnel and
closure of the post office the year before.
There was then no post office until 1891,
when one was opened from June 1 to
Sept . 30 each year; hence the use of
Airols as the office for the posting of the
hotel's mail.

In Table 2, the reason the issues cannot
be accepted as hotel post stamps is
usually obvious, since the relative dates
of opening of the local post office and
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the issue of the stamps rules out their
franking need . The ones in Basal,
Grindelwald and Zurich seem even more
incredible.

The issues from Arosa, Glion,
Engadinerhof and Thusis make up a
problem on their own . All are printed
on colored paper by the same printer,
Louis Scharfe of Wetzlar, Germany, and
came out about 1897 . A stamp in the
same style and by the same printer was
produced for a tercentenary at Lausha in
Thuringia also in 1897 . It is reasonably
certain that none of these items, all of
which are very rare, could have been
used for postage.

One theory
is that a
commercial
traveler for
the printer
left one or
two sheets
at various hotels as samples and some
were given to guests as attractive stickers.
The largest number known so far is for
the Engadinerhof at St . Moritz, which
incidentally has produced stamps in three
different colors - one more than the
catalogs show . The unrecorded one is
very dark green on turquoise.

In Table 2, all oval stamps must be
viewed with suspicion, since their
production was usually too expensive to
warrant their commercial use . Such is
their rarity in all cases that they were
probably advertising stickers in use for a
short period only.

The issue for Frohburg is interesting in
that there is no post office there up to
now. Leutwyler illustrates private



cancellation for it dated in 1855 -
surprisingly early - and closely
resembling an official postmark of the
period. It seems doubtful whether the
oval stamp ever franked mail down to
Wisen, the nearest post office.

punched out as
printed singly.

The Murren issue of 1897 produces
intriguing queries. It is the only
engraved and recess printed hotel stamp
and exists in more colors than any
catalog so far lists . Canceled specimens
are real rarities, and usually bear the

Murren postmark

There are two
theories as to the
proper usage of
these stamps. The
researches of the late
Eugene Merki of
Basel suggest that
these items could only be properly used
on Saturday afternoons and Sundays,
when the Murren post office was closed,
and entries should then bear the
Lauterbrunnen cancellation.

An alternative view is that the distance
from the Grand Hotel des Alpes to the
post office was great enough (all uphill)
to warrant the service of a hotel
messenger to catch the post . In any case
the use of a federal cancellation on hotel
stamps was improper .

For many of the hotel stamps the
printers are still unknown. In the case
of Rigi-Kaltbad, the problem is more
complex than usual . First there is a
stamp, originally listed as a forgery,
which Dr. Leemann's research showed to
be an essay . More extensive work by
Merki provides strong evidence that it is
really an issued stamp.

It exists on white paper of medium
thickness, on thick yellowish paper, in
clear print and in blurred print, and in
brick red and also in carmine red - far
too much for an essay. In addition, at
least seven separate sheets have been
identified - sheets of 40, unlike the other
issued stamps which are in sheets of 100.

At least one copy is known bearing the
Rigi-Kaltbad post office cancellation.
These stamps all have printing defects,
which enables them to be "plated". All
bear the designer's initials, "L S" at their
foot.

This has not so far led to him being
identified . Since some of these so-called
"essays" were produced with ink and
paper identical with those of the
accepted issues, it is reasonable to believe
that the same printer was responsible . Of
the many detail differences in design the
easiest to check is probably the star on
each side of the word "Rigi" . On the
accepted issues this has five points, but
on the "essay" it is cruciform.

These comments do
not apply to the
oval stamps of
Belalp, which were
lithographed in
sheets, but to ones

ovals and presumably
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An unusual query exists as to who
printed the Rigi-Kaltbad stamps . The
firm of Cuenod at Vevey certainly
provided stamps for Belalp, but why did
that firm buy stamps from Rigi-Kaltbad?
A bill and the cash-on-delivery envelope
securing payment exist, origination with
the hotel proprietors and addressed to
Cuenod, posted at Weggis on November
14, 1877. Until 1890, the Rigi-Kaltbad
post office was only open during the
tourist season, and winter sports had not
yet started, hence the use of Weggis.

Now what made Cuenod, a printer, pay
3 francs for 100 --- found himself without
a sheet in his own archives? Or did he
want a sample of someone else's work?

Or finally, does it connect with the so-
called "essay?" The date of the
cancellation on the one used example so
far recorded is Nov. 6, 1878, nearly a
year after Cuenod's purchase; did he use
his sheet as his example?

There are surely undiscovered hotel post
treasures to be found, hidden in post-
card albums and collections of letters
sent home by tourists in the latter part
of the 19th century from Belalp and
Stoos.

The most probably countries in which
such finds may turn up are Switzerland,
Great Britain, Germany and the United
States, which provided the major part of
holiday trade.

When purchasing Swiss hotel post
entries, see that they are accompanied by
a Swiss certificate ; this should mention
the authenticity of the stamps, the fact
that they were originally affixed at the
apparent time of posting, and the
genuineness of all postmarks, including
transit and receipt marks.

One outstanding treasure has a Lake of
Lucerne steamer cancellation as a transit
mark from Rigi-Kulm to Frankfurt in
June, 1879 - a "once in a lifetime" find.

Table 1

HOTEL 1st STAMP ISSUED NEAREST P . O. LOCAL P. O. OPENED

Belalp 1873 Brig 1908

Maderanerthal 1870 Amsteg 1889

Piora-thal pre 1883 Airolo 1891

Rigi-Kaltbad 1864 Weggis 1871

Rigi-Kulm 1870 Gersau, Luzern, Arth 1873

Rigi-Scheideck 1868 Gersau 1875

St . Gotthard
Mont Prosa

1883 Airolo 1851-1882
1891 JUN.1-SEP .30

Stoos 1872 Brunnen 1911
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STAMPS of SWISS HOTELS continued .

	

Table 2

HOTEL STAMP ISSUED LOCAL P . O. OPENED

Hotel Euler, Basel Pre 1872 1848

Julierhof, Camfer Pre 1882 1850

Sonnenberg, Engelberg 1880 1848

Grand Eiger, Grindelwald Pre 1869 1850

Beau-Sejour, Montreux Pre 1872 1854

Rigi-Staffel Pre 1879 1872

Kurhaus, Tarasp Pre 1877 1873

Zunfthaus Zinnerleuten, Zurich Pre 1877 Pre Philatelic

Victoria, Arosa 1897 1850

Bellevue, Glion - Sur - Montreux 1897 1854

Engadinerhof, St . Moritz 1897 1866

Hotel Rhatia, Thusis 1897

Neues Stahlbad, St . Moritz 1892 1866

Rigi-Kulm 1885 1873

Rigi-Scheideck 1880 1875

Schwendi-Kaltbad 1897

Table 3

HOTEL STAMP ISSUED LOCAL P. O. OPENED

Fromburg None

Des Alpes, Murren 1897 1874

Bibliography:
"Die Schweizerische Hotelpost und der Hotel Telegraphen und Telephondienst im
19 . Jahrhundert " , by H. Leutwyler, Bern . (1952, 2nd edition 1962 .)
"The Swiss Hotel Post", Sandoz Ltd., Basel 1960 . (Illustrated from Dr . Leemann's
collection.) The collection and writing of the late Eugene Merki, Basel.
Zumstein's Spezialkatalog Schweiz Liechtenstein, 22nd edition, 1978.
The Amateur Collector Ltd .'s "Switzerland Catalog," 25th edition, 1981.
The M. Kottelat collection.
The author's collection.
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SWITZERLAND'S FRANCHISE STAMPS ELUSIVE
BUT HISTORICALLY INTERESTING

By Felix Ganz

An olive-green stamp printed on blue
paper? Who would perpetrate something
like that? Switzerland? You bet . And
that was the issue considered good
enough for use by eleemosynary
institutions (since they did not have to
pay for it, perhaps) for fifteen years!

Eleemosynary, in Webster, is defined as:
1) of or for charity or alms ; charitable;
2) supported by or dependent on charity;
3) given by charity ; gratuitous ; free . That
is exactly how Swiss franchise stamps,
found in Scott at the very end of all
Swiss listings under S1-9 (and beyond)
came about.

Their use was carefully restricted to
institutions caring for the destitute, poor,
ill, blind, handicapped, mentally deficient
or not educable, those in personal
trouble or anguish, those discharged
from prisons and other correctional
institutions, and organizations caringfor
war refugees or escaped prisoners.

Swiss catalogs list, as their franchise
stamp No. 1, a purple, none-
denominated label issued during the
1870-71 Franco-Prussian War . The label
is not listed in Scott . The label was
distributed to and used by French
soldiers of General Bourbaki's army after
they were driven across the Swiss border
by pursuing German troops and
subsequently interned in Switzerland for
several months.

Printed by letterpress in a quantity not
exceeding 225,000 pieces, these
imperforate labels - pretty ugly ducklings
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themselves are fairly easy to obtain in
mint form (including tete-beches and
inter-spaces), but very difficult indeed on
cover (usually uncanceled as per army
order) and almost impossibly so in
canceled form, on or off cover.

At the same time several Swiss
organizations affiliated with the Red
Cross of Switzerland and performing aid
services to the interned, the wounded
and the families of the missing, also used
labels. These usually featuring the
symbol of the Red Cross (actually a
Swiss cross in inverted colors) on some
of their official correspondence.

Although it now seems that these labels
were not necessary since the
organizations were given free franking
privileges, any cover with such an oval
or rectangular label - canceled or not -



belongs to the rarities of Swiss philately
and at the same time is a true forerunner
of the franchise stamp issue of 1911.

Until the end of 1910, not only
government offices (federal, cantonal and
local) and church documents executed by
clergy (birth, marriage, death certificates)
had free franking privileges, but also an
ever larger group of nonprofit, aid,
charitable, or eleemosynary
organizations . It was feared that abuses
could occur.

Therefore the Federal Council of
Switzerland, in the Federal Register
(Schweizerisches Bundesblatt) of Dec . 15,
1910, addressed all cantonal governments
in a lengthy circular which explained the
reasons for the introduction of special
stamps for the use by those organizations
which were considered truly charitable.
Free-franking privileges continued
without stamps for cantonal, district and
local governments, plus school boards of
public schools . Use was confined to
mail from such offices to persons or
firms, but not vice-versa.

The first issue of Jan . 1, 1911 was
actually printed and distributed late in
1910 . The design was identical to that of
Switzerland's postage due stamps of Sept.
1, 1910, except that instead of white
paper a dull gray-blue paper was
substituted. The stamps' basic color was
olive instead of green.

Instead of a denomination only, the
value tablet showed the letters P .P.
(postage paid) and either a 2 (printed
matter), 5 (local letter or rate), or 10
(inland letter), in red .

In addition, each institution selected by
the Post Office Department featured its
own control number, from 1 to
(eventually) 844, at the top of each stamp
in thin, black type. The paper was
watermarked with a large Swiss cross.

The Post Office
Department issued a few
additional guidelines to
the institutional users of
these franchise stamps,
such as "Asylums and
educational [reform]

schools are limited to a total of 3 francs
per inmate of franchise stamps per year,
and the annual allowance is figured from
the average number of inmates during
the previous year. The same is true and
arrived at in the same manner for
hospitals and similar institutions.

"Vacation camps [for needy children]
will be limited to a maximum of 25
centimes in stamps per year, per child,
and no institution will receive more than
2,000 francs in franchise stamps per
year ."

Thus a collector attempting to complete
his or her franchise stamp collection by
at least one example of each number, or
institution, will have a hard time doing
so, especially on cover.

This was true at least in the beginning
when mint stamps with numbers were
not made available to collectors and
when severe penalties were announced
for institutions disregarding the very
special privilege of their using these
stamps.

The Zumstein "Grosses Handbuch" of
1924 states that the first three stamps
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issued were printed - without control
number - in large sheets of 400 that were
cut into four sheets of 100 stamps each.

The 2c and 5c denominations were
printed on the same large sheet, with the
2c panes at upper left and lower right
and the 5c ones at upper right and lower
left . The 10c sheets contained four panes
of 100 stamps of the same value.

When collectors
complained, the postal
people provided for the
sale of mint franchise
stamps without
imprinted control
numbers, in minimum

orders of 20 stamps per value, to dealers
and collectors.

These numberless stamps - never used by
institutions and therefore not supposed
to exist on cover - over the years have
become better philatelic properties than
those issued according to the letter of the
law originally creating them! They are
also found canceled to order.

When collectors continued to complain
the Post Office Department produced,
exclusively for collectors, entire sheets
with institutional control numbers, but
consecutively numbered . These were
sold to collectors - initially canceled to
order with a circular datestamp reading
"BERN BRF DSITR" - beginning March
28, 1912.

Thus, it is possible to find strips and
blocks in which each stamp has a
different control number. Such
multiples are much less desirable than
mint or used multiples with the same
control number (from sheets issued to
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eligible institutions) or which only few
exist, especially in mint form.

The Zumstein "Grosses Handbuch" on
page 237, states that only the 2c value
was issued to collectors in this
consecutively numbered and

canceled-to-order form; but entire sheets of
consecutively numbered 10c labels exist,
and so probably do 5c sheets.

Furthermore, the handbook errs by
stating that such sheets exist only in used
form. As a matter of fact mint
collector's sheets are more easily located
than canceled-to-order ones.

The same handbook also mentions that
sheets up to control number 600 (or six
in all) were produced; but sheets with
consecutive numbers from 601 to 700
have been discovered.

Between 1916 and 1921, when postage
rates increased, additionaldenominations
of 3c, 15c and 20c were issued.

Of these, the 3c value contains a
spectacular printing flaw. The middle of
five red bouquets of stylized Alpine roses
is completely missing, probably because
of a temporary foreign object on one
stamp of the 400-subject printer 's plate.

Partial absence as well as very light, pink
printing of the same bouquet, on the
same stamp, also exist.

Other plate flaws are as follows : smeared
or incomplete control numbers ; control
numbers strongly displaced upwards,
downwards, to the left or to the right;
horizontal background lines missing in
lower right corner (98th stamp on one of
the four sheets) ; outer frame line at



lower right corner "wiggly" instead of
straight (100th stamp of sheet I) ; part of
the rock ledge, descendingdiagonally
from the mountain at the left towards
the Swiss cross, broken off (77th stamp
of sheet I and 80th stamp of sheet 2).
This variety is also known as the
"avalanche variety".

Since the olive green on blue background
design was the same for all later
imprinted denominations, these flaws are
found on different denominations
although it seems that the faulty blocks
were removed before the 1916
denominations were printed.

The red printing plate also provided a
few printing flaws, such as missing
periods after the letter P, or a figure 5
with an uncommon bend at its bottom;
but these varieties are not very obvious.

Collecting these earlier franchise stamps
on cover is a challenge to anyone. Some
of the institutions closed after using the
stamps only a very short period . Others
were never issued all values.

If one figures that only 776,000 stamps
of the 15c denomination of 1919 were
issued through 1921, when the rates went
to 20c, and that about 800 institutions
could have received sheets of these
stamps with their own number
imprinted on all of them, the number of
15c stamps furnished each institution
could not have exceeded 1,000, or 10
sheets, on the average.

Mail from such institutions usually was
thrown out because it contained
invitations to board meetings, bills,
statements, doctors' or nurses' affidavits,
etc. - things most people do not retain
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unless they happen to be stamp
collectors.

Therefore prices for franchise stamps
properly used on cover (which must
have the name of the respective
institution printed or stamped on)
generally range from five to 25 times the
catalog price of the used stamps,
depending on the denomination.
Multiples properly used on cover are
outright scarce if not rare.

In 1925 the General Directorate of Posts
decided that the current numbering
system was at best cumbersome if not
outright confusing . The numbering in
1910-11 had been started with the lowest
numbers assigned to the Geneva region
in westernmost Switzerland, and the
highest ones (between 500 and 600) to
eastern and southern Switzerland.
Additional institutions received the free-
franking privilege over the next 15 years,
resulting in what is best described as a
regulated disorder!

It was thus decided to assign to each of
the eleven postal districts certain
numbers, for all institutions in their
region, but leaving a certain amount of
numbers unassigned so that later
francises could be easily accommodated.

Numbers for each postal district were
assigned as follows (figures in parentheses
denoting the highest number assigned as
of mid 1926): Geneva postal district, 1-
100 (61); Lausanne, 101-300 (218) ; Bern,
301-400 (375); Neuchatel, 401-500 (473);
Basel, 501-600 (560); Aarau, 601-700
(733); Luzern, 701-800 (733); Zurich, 801-
1,000 (936); St . Gallen, 1,001-1,100
(1,070); Chur, 1,101-1,150 (1,127); and
Bellinzona, 1,151-1,200 (1,181) .



Until quite recently the archives section
of the Swiss postal administration refused
to disclose any lists of which institutions
were assigned which numbers, either in
the old haphazard or the new (1925)
system. Who received how many stamps
and when was also withheld.

An archivist rediscovered boxes
containing all relevant information, and
philatelists in Switzerland received
permission to copy these lists for
research purposes . They provide
extremely interesting information which,
however, is much too detailed to be
presented here.

By the end of 1925, only the postage
rates of 5c, 10c and 20c were needed for
inland postage . On foreign mail all
institutions had to use regular Swiss
postage stamps since the franchise stamps
did not contain the country name and
thus were inadmissible on mail to
destinations abroad . Only these three
values were continued and distributed,
but in order to distinguish them from
the earlier issues, the control numbers
now were affixed in much bolder type.

Mixed frankings, on cover from the same
institution, are extremely rare . Because
the new numbers assigned to each
institution went into effect in mid-
January of 1926, mixing of the old and
new numbers was tolerated for only a
period of about two weeks . There are
exceptions, however.

Several plate and value imprint varieties
can be found on this second issue,
printed from the same plates and on the
same bluish paper. The most obvious
consists of the right P in the value tablet
looking like an F.
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Some of the green plate's flaws
miraculously reappeared so that one
must assume that the earliest background
color plates of 1910 once more were used
to produce this issue, and not those used
for the printing of the additional values
of 1916-21 . Those issues, according to
the Zumstein Switzerland Specialized
Catalogue (latest issue 1978) did not have
any of the earlier described plate flaws or
varieties.

The 1926 issue with bold numbers gave
way to a third issue one year later and
thus all three denominations of 1926 are
basically scarce and most elusive on
cover.

The 1927 issue, still using the same basic
design (and still featuring some of the
original plate flaws!) was printed in a
more pleasant blue-green and on white
paper, thus ending the " ugly duckling"
coloring.

The control numbers of this third issue
are large and thin, and that third issue
remained in use through 1935 when it
was replaced with new designs showing
nurses and Henri Dunant's portraits.

Specialists interested in this group of
stamps issued by Switzerland should be
aware of the circuits circulating among
members of the AmericanHelvetia
Philatelic Society because many circuit
books contain at least a few of these
generally unpretty, but elusive and
historically very interesting franchise
stamps.

It might be mentioned, as an aside, that
many eleemosynary organizations
nowadays never would get away with
their names of 1911 ; such as "Reform



School for Stray
Orphans," "Lunatics'
Forced Detention
Home, ""Ladies
Auxiliary to Prevent
Immodesty, " "Home
for Incurables," etc.
The public and even
inmates would not
stand for it. Thus
even in this respect,
collecting of entire
covers from this
period of Swiss
philately is of great
culture-historical
interest to a spe-
cialist.
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Members' Mini - Ads
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Letters to the Editor

COLLECTING SWISS ON A SHOESTRING by Ed Cole

Four years ago I returned to collecting
after a long hiatus, having sold my
Scandinavian collection . Knowing that
Swiss stamps were highly desirable and
expensive, I resolved to try to collect on
a beer budget.

How to proceed? There are firms that
auction dealer lots and accumulations,
which are advantageous for the following
reasons:

Dealer lots are generally of higher
quality than the average collection.
Elusive shades and varieties are found
(due to duplication). Cost is less (basis
1988 Scott, many lots available under
5%). You can sell your unwanted
duplicates to, for example, Greg
Manning for 12% 1988 Scott . However,
they won 't accept material that will net
less than $500.00. So total catalogue has
to be at least $4,200 .00. Nor will they
pay a premium for non-Scott material
for an outright purchase . Turn around
time about eight days.

Obviously, you shouldn't send them
your best duplicates . This seems like a
pittance, but you have enhanced your
collection and made a small profit.
Besides, how else does one dispose of 230
copies of one Pro Juventute?

Manning will also accept lots for their
auctions, rather than outright sale. Of
course, this process takes several months
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with no assurance that the lot will sell.
I prefer a quick turnover for less money.

Buying some thirty lots over the past
four years, and haunting all the local
shows and auctions, my collection has
grown as follows:

Complete Pro Juventute and Pro Patria
used through 1960 (singles and fifty
blocks), including two of the three
forerunners, mostly with centered clear
cancels . Strubels about 85% complete,
with most of the shades, but only a
handful of superb copies . For $12 .00 at
auction, a copy of 22Aa with an
irregular scissor cut in the right frame
line . I was the only bid. A 3 1/2 margin
used copy of 21G for $40 .00, after
strenuous bargaining.

A growing collection of first day covers,
including PJ 121-124 for $4 .00. Two used
pairs of 126 1 for 4 cents each, sold as
the 126 11 variety . Three tete-beche pairs
of K33y1 and K33z1 for $1 .00 each, one
of which is used. They are a darker
shade than the common type . Only
after six months did I notice the
discrepancy.

A used tete-beche pair of K25z, bought
for $2 .00. The grill was forged, and now
resides in the Robson Lowe reference
collection . They paid for the certificate.
A collection of 150 used blocks with
centered cancels, including 218V and



165z, for $40 .00 at auction . Mine was
the only bid . Two blocks damaged, four
stained.

For $20.00, bought 3,000 Cross and
Numeral and Standing Helvetia, all on
paper but cut close, ruining 40% of the
stamps . But still found five sound copies
of #55 white paper and six 67Ae, and
hundreds of other desirable items.

In a totally disorganized $85 .00 lot, I
found a complete set of 66-71B perf
9 1/2 set with above average perfs.
Often, the more messy the lot, the more
value. The owner undoubtedly "lost"
the key items and forgot their existence.

Many lots are not worth considering.
You need to examine them closely
before bidding. If you live in the
Philadelphia area, consider Apfelbaum.
They usually feature Swiss dealer lots
every two weeks . Last year they offered
two lots with a claimed value of 100,000
Sw.Fr., which sold for $2,500 .00 each.
Attend these auctions. They are
patronized by dealers and agents almost
exclusively.

Most dealers in this country are
knowledgeable about U.S. material, but
know little about your specialty . They
offer the Pax set and the Naba Sheet in
quantity . From an investment
standpoint, certain groups have advanced
smartly since the 1980 price peak, but
these two are not among them.

Some shades and varieties are

surprisingly difficult to find, in my
experience . Number 31e greenish blue
and #205y n .h . are two such. I have
found only one of the Seated Helvetia,
and two of the 1936 definitive. They
may not appreciate like the 14e Pro-
Patria from pennies each, but they are
not common.

After you have become a good client to
the dealer, ask to see his stock books. I
found a sheet of 202y (including the
double prints) for $2 .50, and another
dealer sold me 19 genuine Perforated
Cross officials for 50¢ each.

Get a Swiss auction catalogue with color
plates for reference. Not only will you
see those elusive varieties (not yet
illustrated in Zumstein), but many
common stamps with uncommon cancels
start at 50 francs . But to most U.S.
dealers, it's still a nickel item . Lacking a
Zumstein Specialised, the Amateur
Collector catalogue will do nicely.

Some dealers are more honest than
others . At a recent show, two used
interspace pairs with large hole were
offered well under the market . This
dealer demonstrated that both had been
severed, and cleverly recemented . Such
men are knowledgeable and offer no
bargains, but should be patronized.

Finally, use Bob Zeigler's expertise often.
Your pristine Strubel probably has three
things wrong with it . He has an
encyclopedic knowledge and his fees
can't be beaten.
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EXHIBIT AWARDS

	

by Harlan F . Stone

For the first time since the inception of the AHPS grand award in 1978, the best exhibit
at an AHPS convention was ineligible as a previous winner . This occurred at STAMPEX
in Toronto on June 14-16, where the judges selected Ralph Soderberg's Standing Helvetia
exhibit for the show's grand award but, under the AHPS award rules, could not give him
the AHPS grand award . Because this situation raised questions, it seems appropriate to
republish the society's criteria for its top award.

American Helvetia Philatelic Society
Criteria for National Convention Grand Award

1. The Helvetia National Convention Grand Award will consist of a special award
symbolic of Switzerland and an accompanying gold medal.

2. The two-part award will be available only at the society's national conventions for the
best Swiss, Liechtenstein or related eligible exhibit by a society member.

3. The winner will retain the special award only until the selection of another winner, but
may keep the medal permanently.

4. Once an exhibit wins the grand award, it is no longer eligible for this award at future
conventions, even if the exhibit undergoes changes or expansion.

5. The first exhibitor to win the same special award three times with different exhibits
will retire the award.

6. All society members, including previous winners of the grand award, are eligible to
compete for the award during any national convention.

7. The society's Board of Directors is responsible for the creation or purchase of a new
special award upon retirement of the previous award.

Since all awards to AHPS exhibitors at STAMPEX have already been reported in Tell, the
following list of recent exhibition results excludes them.

James A. Anderson, Railroad Post Office Markings to 1900, CHERPEX 91 (Denver),
reserve grand ; MILCOPEX 91, vermeil ; ROMPEX-91, vermeil ; Sitting Helvetia, OKPEX
91, gold.

Ernest L. Bergman, WW II-Related Censorship, York County PA) 91, gold ; Keystone
Federation award; Keystone Federation 91, grand; STaMpsHOW 91, vermeil.

Herbert Biederman, Switzerland, STAMPOREE 91, vermeil, best novice.

J. R. (Bud) Fahs, St . Gallen Postal History, DELPEX (PA) 91, silver ; Geneva Postal
History, DELPEX 91, bronze.

Julian J. Hosnedl, Pro Juventute, NASHVILLE 91, bronze, best novice.

Rudy Schaelchli, Cincopex '91 Soldier Stamps and Military Mail best topical exhibit.

Ralph Soderberg, Sitting Helvetia, PLYMOUTH 91, reserve grand.

Stan Sprecher, 700th Anniversary of Swiss Stamps, MESILLA VALLEY (NM) 91, silver.

Harlan F. Stone, Postal Cards, INTERPREX 91, gold; ROPEX 91, gold, Marcus White
award ; PHILATELIC SHOW 91, gold ; NAPEX, gold ; STaMpsHOW 91, gold, UPSS blue;
BALPEX 91, gold, UPSS red ; Stamp-Imprinted Envelopes, NOJEX 91, gold ; Sitting
Helvetia, STaMpsHOW 91, C of C gold.
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A CARD FROM MOSCOW
by F. Pickard, HPS October 1991

Recent events in the USSR caused me to
look again at items in my collection with
a connection to that state . This card is
the reply half of a double card, Z 71 in
the postal stationery catalogue . Here is
a card with additional adhesive stamps,
but why? Usually the answer is that the
sender did not realize it was pre-paid but
the solution in this case is more
interesting. Russia was one of the
founder members of the General Postal
Union and signed the Treaty in Bern in
1874. The members were obliged to
provide certain common postal items and
services, among which was the double
reply-paid postcard .

The revolution of 1917 produced the
Russian Federal Socialist Soviet Republic
and the civil war which followed
disrupted postal services for some time.
In 1922 Russia was dropped from the
UPU whereupon items of UPU-agreed
terms ceased to apply . The reply half of
this card was sent from Moscow on the
8th March 1923 . It seems that the PO
clerk knew of the need to apply a charge
for the card to go on to Zürich . Russia
again became a member of the UPU, as
the USSR, on 24th June 1924 . I have
only seen one other card sent from
Russia in this short period of 1922-4 . If
any member has a similar item I should
be pleased to hear of it.
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BOOK REVIEW

	

by Robert G. Zeigler

Spezialkatalog Ueber Die Briefmarken Der Schweiz
By Max Hertsch 24TH EDITION, 1992 PUBLISHED BY ZUMSTEIN & COMPANY, BERN

Available for $79 .50 postpaid from

or from

or from

The Styne Company
P.O. Box 6647
Fresh Meadows, New York 11365;
Riviera Stamps
P.O. Box 6250
Santa Barbara, California 93111;
Your dealer.

The Zumstein Specialized Catalogue of
Switzerland is simply indispensable to
any serious Swiss collector. It last
appeared in 1982 in its 23rd edition, and
the new edition has been repeatedly
promised for several years . Now, at
long last, it is here, and it has definitely
been worth the wait . This revision is so
extensive that it ranks by far as the
largest overhaul of this volume since the
seminal 1924 Zumstein Handbook.

The gross organization of the Specialized
remains very similar to past versions,
although Liechtenstein has been
eliminated . However, the size and
weight of the book have been
substantially increased; the book now
weighs about five pounds and is over
1,000 pages long. The number of
illustrations is estimated by the
publishers at over 3,800.

The format of listings for individual
stamps has been sharply altered. Now,
immediately following the entry of any
major catalog-numbered stamp and the
simple listing of mint and used singles,
there is an inset linear box which values
mint and used pairs, strips of three, strips
of four, blocks, single franking, multiple
franking, which are different stamps

franking of the same stamp, and bouquet
franking, which are different stamps
within the same issue, or possibly mixed
issues . Immediately following that is a
list of shades, whereby the major catalog
number is followed by a decimal point
and a small letter for each shade.
Following that, if appropriate, is a list of
varieties, another list of plate flaws, and
another list of retouches . On
photogravure issues, yet another listing
of screen flaws occurs . These are the
specialized flaws, mostly occurring
between 1940 and 1950, that resulted
when a glass screen used in Courvoisier's
heliogravure process was damaged and
could not be replaced due to the war.
All of these lists are tied together by a
new decimal system of numbering which
yields a unique number for each
sub-variety.

The general introduction to the book is
in English, French, and German . The
main text of the book is in German, but
it is perfectly usable by English speakers,
as so much of it is clearly organized and
self-explanatory . A list of postal rates,
expanded and improved from the last
edition, immediately follows the
introduction.
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The first section, devoted to the
Cantonals and Rayons, shows a
substantial increase in illustrations,
though the substance is still much the
same as before . The Strubel section
shows special new quality tables to help
assess the quality of stamps, together
with variety tables and very clear
photographs showing the subtle
differences between the different prints
of Munich and Bern . This section, along
with the Seated Helvetia and Cross and
Numeral section that follow, are much
the same in substance, only reorganized
somewhat through the adoption of the
different decimal numerology.

The Standing Helvetia section is a
different matter. It has been entirely
reorganized to reflect the massive
research that went into the Handbook of
the Standing Helvetia authored by
Guinand, et al . in 1982. There is a
specialized table for shades, and an even
more detailed synoptic table showing
supplements to be added to the basic
catalog price for each type of plate flaw
or retouch for each separate value.
These flaws and retouches are profusely
illustrated. This section of the book
alone represents such a massive and
helpful departure from prior editions
that it is very much worth having.

The treatment of the 20th Century
issues, while not a wholesale revision, is
still very significantly edited to include a
huge number of additional flaws,
retouches, and subentries of all kinds,
together with a massive number of new
illustrations.

Following the stamp listing is a separate
section that includes automat stamps,
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coils, tete-beches, se-tenants, gutter pairs,
and booklets.

A very extensive Airpost section includes
for the first time an extensive airpost rate
table which will make it much easier to
determine whether letters are
philatelically over-franked.

The chapters on charity stamps (Pro
Juventute, Pro Patria, etc .) include
another boat-load of new varieties and
illustrations . Quite a few new varieties
have also been added to the treatment of
both federal and international
organization officials, though this section
is still

	

far

	

from

	

completely
comprehensive.

The postage due issues have been
somewhat edited and revised to include
a few more varieties ; there is a special
synoptic analysis and diagram of the
many "generic" plate flaws of the postage
due and franchise issues of 1910 through
1924 . This simultaneously saves catalog
space and puts everything into a neat
format that is easily understood . There
is a special section for postage due
specimens and a new list of blind
perforations on postage due issues . The
franchise issues section includes a new
table of all of the numbers overprinted
on all franchise stamps, making it easy
to identify their institutions of use.

Prices across the board have risen
somewhat in relation to the 1982 catalog,
but not a great deal . Certainly, they
have not kept up with inflation in the
United States across the same period of
time. However, there are certain
exceptions, and a few issues have gone
up remarkably . One example is the 100
centimes blue postage due issue on white



paper Type II, inverted frame, which has
risen from 1,500 francs to 2,500 francs.
Major varieties have also sharply
increased, a rise which has been
paralleled by certain other
well-documented segments of the market,
such as early first day covers and
tete-beche and related areas.

Rare and mixed franking of the pre-1862
issues are also sharply higher. In the
final analysis, however, it is not for the
pricing that this catalog is so essential,
though pricing is obviously very
important to the market . The reason

First-day cover stamped with two 'People at
Work' definitives . For each value a specially
designed First-day Cover will also be available.
Unstamped covers will be available for 50 c.
each at all philatelic salespoints from
2 . 12 .1991 .

this catalog remains preeminent is
because it was already comprehensive in
1982 .

	

It has become a lot more
comprehensive. The analysis has
deepened, the organization has improved,
and it is easier, even for a non-English
speaker, to use . Despite a few annoying
typos, (which are especially common in
illustration captions), the overall utility
of this book is unimpaired, and it
remains the one absolutely essential
volume to anyone who would purport to
be halfway serious about collecting the
stamps of Switzerland.

DEFINITIVE STAMPS : «PEOPLE AT WORK»
The 'People at Work' series of definitive stamps, devoted principally to traditional occupa-
tions, continues with two values . — The recently changed parcel rate structure would have
called for several new higher-value stamps . However, not wishing to cause collectors too
much expense, we have limited the present issue to the two values that will be most
frequently used and are strictly necessary for postal reasons.
All the stamps in the series are designed by Walter Haettenschweiler, Zug, and steel engraved
by Pierre Schopfer, La Chaux (Cossonay).
Fr.3 .60 PHARMACIST
Man's most precious asset is his health . For centuries pharmacists have helped people
to maintain their health through a sensible lifestyle or to restore it when they fall ill . Pharma-
cists thus make an important contribution to effective health care . The stamp shows a
pharmacist making up a prescription.

Fr. 2.80 COOK
Food and eating, whatever the habits or culture, have always been key concerns of human
life . However, it is the artistry and skill of the cook that turn meals into feasts for the eye and
palate, without neglecting the requirements of a modern healthy diet.
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On how to Exhibit
This is a sporadic insertion of exhibits from our members . You are invited to take some of your best

looking exhibit panes and present them here . Conditions are high quality copies. This means hug a good

looking copy machine make sure the surface is clean and go for it . If you could please also reduce the

format to fit Tell, 4½" wide.

This exhibit belongs to Rudy Schaelchli.
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THE TREASURE HUNT

CONTROL—MARKS & WATERMARKS

	

By Dick Barton

This is the second in a series of articles
whose objective is to help you liberate
treasures from Swiss philatelic stock . It
is requested that others more
knowledgeable than the author correct,
add to, and critique these articles and
submit articles on additional subjects of
general interest to the subscribers . Any
feedback on past articles or requests for
specific subjects for future articles will be
greatly appreciated . Send them to the
author, whose address is in the front of
TELL.

Now that you have read the first article
and had practice looking for dots and
lines, we can proceed to other areas of
interest . There are many varieties of
paper found in the Swiss stamps . Under-
standing these differences can lead to
some valuable treasures . These article
will deal only with paper varieties
created through the use of control-mark's
and watermarks .

watermarked paper. Starting in 1862
with the Sitting-Helvetia-Perforated
control-mark of a cross inside a double
oval came in to use . This is not a
watermark, in that it was applied to the
paper after fabrication, whereas a true
watermark is formed in the process of
manufacturing the paper. The first use
of a watermark was on the Cross and
Numeral and the Standing Helvetia issue
of 1905 . It is in the shape of a large
cross and is the primary method of
distinguishing the later from the earlier
issue . Between 1905 and 1935 all Swiss
stamps except for the 1 Fr . winged
messenger in the Disarmament set of
1932 (Zumstein 190, Scott 215) have the
large cross watermark . The use of
watermarks was ended with the
Landscapes issue of 1936.

Watermark large cross
The control-
mark used from
1862 to 1905 is
usually centered
in the stamp,
whereas the
large

	

cross
watermark is frequently spread over a
couple of stamps . The first and easiest
test is to hold the stamp up to a light
and viewing the stamp from the back.
The watermark is the easier of the two
to see this way. If you do not see the
large cross watermark, it is most likely
an earlier issue with a control-mark.

The first stamps up through the There are a variety of commercial
"STRUBEL" issue were on un- watermark detectors available, such as
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lighter fluid, pressure presses that do not
wet the paper, and just plain hand-warm
clean water (do not use on your mint
gummed stamps) . The light works most
of the time for the detection of the large
cross watermark, unless the stamp is on
cover or paper.

The embossed control-mark is another
matter . The pressure applied during the
embossing and the dryness of the paper
significantly influenced the visibility of
the control-mark . It ranges from stamps
that have had the center punched out to
some stamps that were so-far of-centered
to have 4 quartered control-mark's . The
latter are unusual and carry a premium
price, thus an opportunity for the
treasure hunter.

There are two types of control-mark's I
and II . Control-mark I was used from
1882 to about 1896, (68C). Control-
mark II was used from 1894 to about
1906, (72D, 74D, 76F) . The differences
are slight and take a bit of practice to be
sure of the classification. However the
differences can provide a mother lode for
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the treasure hunter . Since Scott does not
identify them as separate varieties, most
U.S. dealer stock is a fertile field for
hunting.

On used stamps the cancel date is the
first thing to look at . If it is before 1894,
it most likely has control-mark I . Not
withstanding exceptions exist, 72C
earliest cancel date is Mar . 30, 1998 a
treasure which needs to be found . The
control-mark II has early cancels on 67D,
Nov . 16, 1894, 69D Nov. 4, 1894, and
76F Oct . 28, 1904.

Only a few of the used stamps have
significantly different catalog values, with
control-mark I more valuable than II.
Most notably is the Standing Helvetia
series Perf 11½ X 11, where the 30c and
40c catalog for $25 and $80 more with
control-mark I (Zumstein C) versus II
(Zumstein D) . Editors note : 72C lists at
Fr . 22000.- and 72D at Fr . 30 .-.

However all of the mint stamps have
significant catalog differences between
the two control-marks . Thus we must



learn to tell the differences other than by
the cancellation date . The approved
method is the use of pure Benzene in a
black watermark tray. This will not
damage the paper or the gum, but
benzene is a known carcinogen, so use it
with care . Using the method of holding
the stamp up to a light, holding the
stamp very close to (not touching) the
light bulb helps bring out the control-
mark . Change the angle of the stamp to
the light as certain angles tend to show
up the control-mark better than others.

The first visual difference is that the
double oval on I is more distinct and
looks like two separate ovals, whereas on
II it looks more like one wide oval . The
main difference is in the width of the
control-mark. I is 8.85mm wide,
whereas II is 8 .4mm wide. Thus you
need a good mm ruler.

Another method is to cut out a control-
mark II from a known issue, such as the
5c Green Cross and Numeral (it comes
only in control-mark II and the large

cross watermark) and overlay it on the
stamp to be identified . If it fits over the
oval such that the outer oval on the
stamp is seen (it has a halo effect), it is
control-mark I . Editors note : even
experts have difficulties!

In most cases the mint with control-
mark I are worth $10 to $50 more in the
Cross and Numeral issue and $150 to
$500 more in the perf 11½ X 11
Standing Helvetia issue . But once again
they should be expertized.

There are two notable items where the
control-mark II is worth more than
control-mark I . One is the 1Fr Standing
Helvetia in lilac . Many U.S . dealers will
list it as the 1882 perf 113A (catalogue
$220 mint and $1 used), but it could be
the 1900 perf 11½ X 12 (catalogue $2200
mint and $120 used) . The other is the
3Fr Standing Helvetia perf 11 3A,
(catalogue used $4500 versus . $3) . The
3Fr Standing Helvetia is worth an entire
future article . Good hunting and share
your treasure hunt stories.

Tips and Tricks

Coil Numbers

	

by H . D. Van Wagner

I have found a quite successful way to retain Coil Numbers on stamps with a little
experimenting . If you have a better method I would like to here of it.
First determine be holding up to light if there is a coil number present . Place stamp
on paper face down . Apply a few drops of Supper Safe Stamp Lift Fluid to paper. Let
soak through a very short time, probably less than 30 seconds . Hold down stamp
with tong and gently peel off paper . My Numbers come out 100% clear and whole.
Just don't let it soak too long, the quicker the better the result.
I see in The Amateur Collector they price coil numbers as to % of numbers on the
stamps . It is however to wash the stamp to remove the fluid.
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DID YOU KNOW?
From the Helvetia Philatelic Society News Letter October and November 1991, by M. Rutherfoord

- that as with the compulsory X-raying
of luggage for the aircraft's hold, which
allows "special handling" in a dark
corner, so VAT-required information on
the outside of mail allows targeted action
by certain Post Office persons,
somewhere, to remove the letter . Any
such missing items should be reported as
soon as possible to the sender.
- that when a renovated, rebuilt or new
Post Office is opened, special postmarked
souvenirs and chocolate samples, with
PTT adverts, are usually handed out to
the locals . Sometimes a well-documented
history of the PO, old photos, lists of
postmasters, chronology of post,
telegraph and telephone happenings and
lists of postmarks is produced . Very
difficult to find as not even the PTT
Library is always given a copy, but of
immense interest to philatelists and
"heimat" collectors.
- that previous to the new Bridges issue
there are 30 Swiss stamps showing
bridges, mostly named, some symbolic,
but making a very nice mini-thematic
collection . The most often pictured are
the Pont du Mont Blanc in Geneva and
the wooden bridge in Luzern.
- that the next National Exhibition will
be held in Basel in 1995, the "Basler
Taube ." Zürich tried but fell out for
1993, but there will be something going
on for 150 years of the classic Zürich 4
and 6 rappen.
- that for the XVth Regional held in Sion
in 1982 Pierre Guinand wrote an article
in the catalogue, in French, on the
Helvetta flaw to be found on some
Standing Helvetia issues . This interesting
article on an important variety has now

been translated into German. I have sent
an illustrated copy, in both languages, to
the Society Librarian as some specialists
might be interested.
- that Pierre Guinand and Dr. E.
Schlunegger have received the 1991
Awards for Literature, for the
Aushilfstempel Catalogue and the
Motivhandbuch respectively. The Youth
Committee also received an award for
their booklet on Swiss postal rates,
Volume 1 . All well deserved!
- that the PTT have now sent out order
lists so that their Taxcards (Phone-cards)
can be ordered direct . I note that the
first three types of Sfr.10- are no longer
on sale, and that the 50c Cat joins the
other animals . Also of interest is that no
mention is made of any standing order
facilities . Will these cards be mentioned
in the next Specialized?
- that later this year St . Gallen will join
the other six cities when letter coding is
introduced. The new Sihlpost in Zürich
will open in 1992 with an advanced
plant.
- that of the 3830 Swiss POs some 2,000
are now equipped with Publifax facilities.
There are about 150,000 private fax
machines in operation . No stamps
needed.
- that the Glattal PS, Dübendorf,
celebrated their 100 year Jubilee, and
held the XXII Regional Philatelic
Exhibition at the end of September.
Some 120 exhibitors showed 640 frames
with a high standard all round . For one
of the covers prepared by the Club they
had them specially coded to show that
this belongs to modern philately.
Usually clubs having such covers
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canceled in advance demand "no coding"
on philatelic mail . I disagree.
- that for the second year there has not
been an MPO cancel for the annual
"Knaben-Schiessen." These attractive
cachets started in 1941, " 650 years of
Federation." The reason is not that girls
are now allowed to shoot, but that the
organizing committee and the PTT
found the costs to be too high for the
financial results . Pity.
- that I heard a Swiss judge - philatelic -
defending the judges from the claim that
"they knew nothing about such and such
specialized field" by saying that the
exhibitor had the duty to inform the
judges, and thereby the public too, of the
specialties of the field . Not by saying
"this is rare," but by saying why. A
point to remember.
- that the Corinphila auction was a big

success with extraordinary material . The
mixed franking of two Doves & Rayon
II went for SFr .340,000.
- that anyone interested in a set of 13
PPA machine cancels, all sizes and
language regions, can have these for L7,
post free, on cover. Send a Postal Order
to me at Hurdäckerstrasse 40, CH-8049
Zürich. This is a good offer for a rare
cancel.
- that when the PTT announced that
their office in Domodossola was to close
on the 30th September they were flooded
with requests for "Last Day" cancels.
This is what they got. "Als Paketaus-
wechslungsamt in ITALIEN, stempelt
die Poststelle Demodossola agenzia keine
Briefmarken " .

DEFINITIVE STAMPS : «ANIMALS»
Two more values are Icing added to the 'Animals definitive series . They depict acow
(supplementary v alue) and a turkey (priority lutte!-post items up to 20 g for over-seas).
The stamps were again designed by Basle graphic artist Celestino Piatti and steel engraved
by Max Müller . Berne.

10 C . COW
Although Switzerland has long teased to he primarily an agricultural co untry, cattle raising
is still important . Four different breeds are native to Switzerland . the Simmental Spotted.
The Brown, the Black Spotted and the Eringer . In addition. there are of course various
cross-breeds.

160 c. TURKEY
The domesticated turkey originated in Central America and rein lied Europe via Spain at
the beginning of the 16th  century . Turkeys are the biggest type of poultry bred in Switzerland --
the heaviest can weigh up to nearly 20 kilos – though in this country they are mostly raised
for ornamental purposes or for pleasure .

First-day cover stamped with two 'Animals'
definitives. Unstamped covers will be available
for 50 c . each at all philatelic salespoints from
2 .12 .1991.
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Pro Juventute 1991
The four-year series devoted to Child

WOODS

	

Development having ended in 1990,
Part of the Child's World

the 1991-94 Pro Juventute stamps
bring a change of scene from social issues to the environment. The theme of the
new cycle, «Woods - Part of the Child's World», is to increase awareness of the crucial
importance of our endangered woodlands for life on earth.
The 1991 Woodland Flowers issue deliberately focuses on common species found in our
woods and forests . The flowers were drawn by the scientific illustrator Vreni Wyss-Fischer,
Winterthur.
Ten percent of the premium on these stamps is earmarked for national child, youth and
family welfare work ; the remainder goes to the 191 Pro Juventute districts to assist them
in carrying out their many and varied tasks.

50 + 25 c. : Ramson (Allium ursinum) Plants of the genus Allium, which include
garlic, onions, leeks and various garden flowers, belong to the large lily (Liliaceae) family.
The ramson is a hardy carpeting perennial with a triangular stem, broad elliptical leaves
and longish subterranean bulbs . It resembles the lily of the valley, but is a brighter green
and smells of garlic . It thrives in woods and on shady banks, producing white starlike flowers
in an umbel (April-June).

70 + 30 c . : Wood crane's-bill (Geranium sylvaticum) This well-known flower is a member
of the family Geraniaceae, distinguished by the generally long, straight or twisted «bill»
of its fruit. It is found in deciduous and conifer scrub and is widely distributed throughout
the Alps and the Jura . It thrives in a harsh mountain environment with little warmth or
direct sunshine.

80 + 40 c . : Throatwort (Campanula trachelium) Plants of the family Campanulaceae
are characterized by their bell-shaped flowers and typical seed-pods . The name throat-
wort hints at the plant's former widespread use as a folk remedy for sore throat . It has a
stiff-haired sharp-angled stem and may grow to a height of about one metre (three feet).
The throatwort, also known as the nettle-leaved bellflower, is a perennial . It thrives
mainly along woodland margins and in clearings, hedgerows and stony scrub.

90 + 40 c. : Few-leaved hawkweed (Hieracium murorum) The woodland hawkweed
belongs to the large family Compositae characterized by clusters of dandelion-like
flowers at the base of the inflorescence. It is commonly found along woodland
margins, in clearings, near bushes and shrubs, on rocks and in quarries (hence
the Latin name Hieracium murorum) . The hawkweed is an aggregate species with a
large number of varieties.
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